We present a fast continuous collision detection (CCD) algorithm for articulated models using Taylor models and temporal culling. Our algorithm is a generalization of conservative advancement (CA) from convex models [Mirtich 1996 ] to articulated models with non-convex links. Given the initial and final configurations of a moving articulated model, our algorithm creates a continuous motion with constant translational and rotational velocities for each link, and checks for interferences between the articulated model under continuous motion and other models in the environment and for self-collisions. If collisions occur, our algorithm reports the first time of contact (TOC) as well as collision witness features. We have implemented our CCD algorithm and applied it to several challenging scenarios including locomotion generation, articulated-body dynamics and character motion planning. Our algorithm can perform CCDs including self-collision detection for articulated models consisting of many links and tens of thousands of triangles in 1.22 ms on average running on a 3.6 GHz Pentium 4 PC. This is an improvement on the performance of prior algorithms of more than an order of magnitude.
Introduction
Collision detection (CD) is the problem of checking for possible interferences between geometric models moving in space. In computer graphics, non-penetration is an important constraint in making objects look physically believable and CD plays a crucial role in enforcing this constraint. Besides computer graphics, CD also has many applications in other fields such as robotics, geometric modeling, human computer interfaces, and virtual reality, that involve non-penetration constraints. As a result, CD has been extensively studied in these fields over the past two decades and is typically considered to be a mature technology, with robust implementations available for certain types of objects (e.g., rigid objects). However, most of the CD techniques developed so far are by nature discrete, in the sense that these techniques only detect interferences between static models with fixed spatial configurations. As objects move over some time interval, a simple heuristic can detect collisions by checking for intersections at some fixed times during that interval, but it cannot actually guarantee the non-penetration of moving objects. In interactive applications such as computer games, severe side-effects may be caused by a rapidly moving object momentarily passing through a wall or a door.
Recently, continuous collision detection (CCD) has received a lot of attention from different research communities because it offers robust handling of non-penetration constraints for rigid models. These include time of contact (TOC) computations for impulsebased dynamics [Mirtich 1996 ], constraint-based dynamics [Redon et al. 2002] , god-object computation in 6-DOF haptic rendering [Ortega et al. 2006] , local planning in sampling-based motion planning [Schwarzer et al. 2002; Redon and Lin 2005] , avatar interaction in virtual reality environments [Redon et al. 2004a ] and game physics engines [Ageia 2006; Havok 2006; Coumans 2006] . Despite the increasing demand for CCD, however, its use has been limited since it typically requires higher computational costs than discrete collision detection, particularly for articulated models.
Main Results: In this paper, we introduce a novel, efficient CCD algorithm for articulated models which takes into account the continuous motion of objects, and reports all possible interferences (see Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, if collisions do occur, we can determine their first time of contact (TOC) and report the colliding features (vertex/face or edge/edge contacts), also known as the contact manifold or collision witness features. Our CCD algorithm is a generalization of conservative advancement (CA) [Mirtich 1996; Mirtich 2000 ] to articulated models and consists of one preprocessing step and two run-time steps: (1) preprocessed link-level bounding volume hierar-chy (BVH) construction, (2) link-level spatial culling using Taylor models and a dynamic BVH and (3) exact contact determination using CA and temporal culling. In particular, our CCD algorithm has the following novel aspects:
• Link-level spatial culling is based on dynamic BVH construction and culling. An efficient BVH using axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABBs) is constructed using Taylor models, a generalization of interval arithmetic (Sec. 5).
• Given a continuous motion of an articulated body with constant angular and translational velocities for each link, we provide an efficient, recursive method to calculate a tight upper bound on the motion. This bound serves as the basis on which to employ CA for exact contact determination (Sec. 6).
• In order to alleviate the problem of quadratic complexity of performing CAs for all possible link combinations, we propose a novel sorting scheme based on times of contact. In practice, this scheme drastically reduces the complexity to a few pairs of links (Sec. 7).
• Our algorithm handles CCD between different articulated models as well as between elements of the same model (self-CCD). Moreover, our algorithm fully utilizes well-studied, fast discrete CD techniques such as [Ehmann and Lin 2001 ] to achieve highly interactive performance; e.g., 1.22 ms for an articulated model consisting of 20K triangles and 15 links against an environment consisting of 101K triangles. In our benchmarks, our algorithm outperforms existing CCD algorithms by more than an order of magnitude (Sec. 8).
Previous Work
Most prior work on collision detection has been focused on discrete algorithms. We briefly review work relevant to our algorithm including other known CCD methods and interval arithmetic.
Discrete Collision Detection
Discrete CD algorithms can be broadly categorized into specialized algorithms for convex polytopes and general algorithms for polygonal or spline models based on spatial partitioning or bounding volume hierarchies (BVH). We refer readers to [Lin and Manocha 2003] for an extensive survey of the field.
Euclidean distance calculation is an integral part of our CCD algorithm and has been extensively studied in the literature. Like discrete CD algorithms, distance calculation algorithms can be classified into those for convex objects and those for non-convex objects, again see [Lin and Manocha 2003 ]. We will pay particular attention to the Voronoi marching algorithm for convex polytopes, which exploits motion coherence [Lin 1993] , and its extension to general polyhedral models based on a convex-hull tree [Ehmann and Lin 2001] , since robust implementations of these techniques are publicly available and show good run-time behavior in practice.
Continuous Collision Detection
Six different approaches to CCD have been presented in the literature: algebraic equation-solving [Canny 1986; Choi et al. 2006; Kim and Rossignac 2003; Redon et al. 2000] , swept volumes [Abdel-Malek et al. 2002; Hubbard 1993] , adaptive bisection [Redon et al. 2002; Schwarzer et al. 2002] , kinetic data structures (KDS) [Agarwal et al. 2001; Kim et al. 1998; Kirkpatrick et al. 2000] , the configuration space approach [van den Bergen 2004] , and conservative advancement [Mirtich 1996; Mirtich 2000; Coumans 2006; Zhang et al. 2006] . However, most of these approaches are relatively slow (i.e., not real-time) or work only for restricted types of objects such as 2D polygonal models, convex models, or simple algebraic models. Consequently, the applicability of these techniques has been rather limited compared to discrete CD algorithms. The algorithms based on adaptive bisection show a good run-time performance and can handle polygon soups; however, since they do not take advantage of the topological information in polyhedral models or of motion coherence in CCD computations, they are slower than [Zhang et al. 2006 ] for polyhedral models. However, it would not be trivial to extend [Zhang et al. 2006 ] to articulated models because the many links of an articulated model may complicate the motion bound calculation and the number of collision checks would increase quadratically with the number of links. More details about these issues are explained in Sec.'s 6 and 7 of this paper.
Recently, there have been attempts to devise efficient CCD algorithms for articulated models [Redon et al. 2004a; Redon et al. 2004b ] because of the increasing popularity of articulated models in computer graphics and virtual reality. However, [Redon et al. 2004a] handles only simple, capsule-shaped avatar models for realtime applications, while [Redon et al. 2004b ] works for general, articulated models but its performance is relatively slow. Moreover, these techniques do not consider self-collisions between links belonging to the same model. In contrast, our algorithm can handle general, articulated models and self-collisions, and its performance is more than an order of magnitude faster than [Redon et al. 2004b ].
Interval Arithmetic and Variants
Our CCD algorithm uses a generalization of interval arithmetic to compute a link-level AABB hierarchy for a moving articulated model (see Sec. 5). Interval arithmetic has its origins in the pioneering work of Moore [Moore 1979 ]. Despite its ability to provide guaranteed error bounds on floating point operations, interval arithmetic's well-known drawback is its increased conservativeness as the complexity of the underlying operations grows (see Sec. 5.1). Several extensions and generalizations have been discussed to overcome this problem within the scope of collision query [Bühler et al. 2004] . Affine arithmetic [Comba and Stolfi 1993] is an extension that preserves correlations between error terms, and reduces bounds size when error terms counterbalance one another. Ellipsoid arithmetic [Neumaier 1993 ] was introduced to overcome the so-called "wrapping effect", that occurs when applying interval arithmetic to study dynamic systems. Taylor models [Berz and Hofstätter 1998 ] provide higher-order representations of the bounded functions. Our algorithm relies on Taylor models to compute dynamic bounding volumes which significantly improve the efficiency in culling when applying CCD to complicated articulated models.
Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 3, we provide the preliminary concepts necessary to describe our CCD algorithm, and then we introduce our approach in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we explain how to construct a dynamic BVH using Taylor models and how to perform spatial culling. In Sec. 6, we derive an upper bound on motion for CA and, in Sec. 7, the temporal culling method is presented. We demonstrate our implementation in different benchmarking scenarios in Sec. 8, and conclude this paper in Sec. 9.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide some preliminary concepts to help us describe our CCD algorithm including notation, our representation of an articulated model and the concept of conservative advancement.
Notations and Representations
Given an articulated model A made up of m rigid links A 1 , . . . , A m with no closed loop, we use a directed acyclic graph to represent the link structure of A , where each vertex in the graph denotes a link and each edge corresponds to the joint connecting two links. We assume that many links may share the same parent link, but each individual link has only one parent (although the root link has no 15-2 • Zhang et al.
parent). For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the index of the parent of link i is i − 1. This notation can be easily modified when a parent has multiple children.
For a given link i, let {i} denote its associated reference frame, and let {0} represent the world reference frame. Let us further represent the orientation of {i} relative to { j} as j i R on SO(3) when j < i. Similarly, the relative transformation of {i} with respect to { j} at time t can be described by j i M(t) in SE(3). We will use M to distinguish a time-dependent, continuous transformation in SE(3) from an instance M of SE(3); we will also use j i M to represent j i M(t) if it is clear in the context. A similar notation is applied to R and T. We use j L i to denote the vector from the origin of { j} to that of {i}. Any point on link i can be represented by 
Motion Interpolation
As is the case with other CCD algorithms, one input to our algorithm must be a continuous motion of the models under consideration. However, in many graphics applications, such a continuous motion is unfortunately not known in advance. For example, in interactive graphics applications with the user in the loop, it is hard to predict an intended continuous motion [Redon et al. 2002] . Therefore, our algorithm assumes that only the initial and final configurations q 0 and q 1 of an articulated model are given, and synthesizes a continuous motion to interpolate q 0 and q 1 over the time interval [0, 1] . This motion is generated as a linear motion with constant translational and rotational velocities for each link i, forming the whole motion 0 i M(t) in configuration space. This simple choice accelerates the entire CCD computation pipeline. The interpolating motion 0 i M(t) can be derived similarly to [Redon et al. 2004b ]:
where
are the position and orientation of {i} with respect to {i − 1} at a given time t in [0, 1], respectively. For more details, see [Zhang and Kim 2007] .
CCD Problem Formulation
Assume each link is having a continuous motion 0 i M(t). The goal of our algorithm is to detect the collision of any moving link with any other objects in the environment (inter-object CCD) as well as collisions between different links in the same model (intra-objects or self-CCD). If any collision or self-collision actually occurs, the algorithm returns the time of initial collision (TOC). More formally, given two given links A i , B j in articulated bodies A , B with respective associated continuous motions 0
, we want to know whether the following set is non-empty:
If this set is not empty, we want to determine the minimum value of t (called the TOC, τ) that makes this set non-empty and we also want to construct the contact manifold of links A i , B j at τ 1 . Notice that if A = B and |i − j| > 1, the event is the self-collision between non-adjacent links 2 .
Conservative Advancement
The framework underlying our CCD algorithm is conservative advancement (CA) [Mirtich 1996; Coumans 2006; Zhang et al. 2006] . CA is a simple technique to compute a lower bound on τ by repeatedly advancing a movable convex object A by ∆t toward another fixed convex object B while avoiding collision. Here, ∆t is calculated from the closest distance d(A (t), B) between A (t) and B, and the upper bound µ on the motion along d(A (t), B), traced at a rate of A (t) over the time interval [0, 1], as shown in Eq. 4:
A can then safely advance from time t to time t + ∆t without collision (see Fig. 3 ). The TOC, τ, is obtained by accumulating such time-steps ∑ ∆t until d(A (t), B) becomes less than some userspecified distance threshold. Further, a tighter bound on µ can be obtained by projecting the motion of A on to the direction n corresponding to the shortest distance between A and B.
Figure 3: Conservative Advancement.
Algorithm Overview
We will now give an overview of our approach to CCD between articulated models. Our algorithm consists of one preprocessing stage and two run-time stages as follows.
Preprocess: for each link A i in an articulated model A , we precompute its oriented bounding box (OBB ♦ A i ) [Gottschalk et al. 1996; Barequet and Har-Peled 2001] and a BVH of convex hulls [Ehmann and Lin 2001 ] based on a surface convex decomposition. At run-time, ♦ A i is used to construct a BVH of AABBs for the entire model A to perform link-level spatial culling, and the BVH of convex hulls is used for distance calculation between the links for CA.
Link-level spatial culling: At run-time, for each link A i , an AABB A i is first created to bound the extent of the motion of the associated link-level OBB (♦ A i ) under the interpolating motion. To compute a tight set of AABBs, we use a generalization of interval arithmetic called Taylor models [Berz and Hofstätter 1998 ]. Then, a dynamic BVH of AABBs is recursively built using the boxes A i 1 τ > 1 means that there is no collision in the time interval [0, 1]. 2 We do not consider a case of self-collision between adjacent links, since that is often prohibitive in practice due to the kinematic constraints between joints.
Continuous Collision Detection for Articulated Models using Taylor Models and Temporal Culling  •  15-3 as leaf-level nodes. Based on this hierarchy, we can successively cull those links that are far from the environment (see Sec. 5). For a self-collision test, however, we do not use the entire hierarchy; instead we check all pairwise combinations between its leaves (i.e., the boxes A i ). From this, potentially colliding links are identified and are fed into the next stage.
Determining times of collision with CA and temporal culling: For each remaining potentially colliding link, we calculate the time of collision and the contact features using the CA technique. CA is performed by comparing the closest distance between links, computed using a convex-hull tree, against an upper bound on the motion (see Section 6). During each iteration of the CA algorithm, we use a novel temporal culling method that quickly reduces the number of potential collisions so as to avoid unnecessary iterations (see Sec. 7).
Dynamic BVH Culling
Given the interpolating motion between successive frames at runtime, we first compute a dynamic hierarchy of bounding volumes for each articulated model A over the time interval [0, 1]. We use this hierarchy to cull away links A i that are far from the environment and to identify potential collisions between links.
Taylor Models
We build the dynamic BVH using Taylor models, a generalization of interval arithmetic which reduces the overestimation errors that inevitably occur in interval arithmetic.
, which is similar to those involved in the description of the interpo-
Suppose that we want to bound this function over the time interval [0, π/2]. Using standard interval arithmetic, we can perform the following sequence of operations:
But it can be easily shown that the tightest bounding interval of f over [0, π/2] is actually [1, 2] . Interval arithmetic has allowed us to rapidly obtain conservative bounds on f , but the crude approximation of the elementary sub-functions (here, the cosine and sine functions) has led to an overestimation of the bounds. In the case of the interpolating motion of an articulated model, which is the product of local motions (cf . Eq. 1), standard interval arithmetic produces bounds that exponentially overestimate the link motion (cf . Fig. 5 ). This results in decreasing efficiency as the depth complexity of the articulation increases [Redon et al. 2004b ].
Definitions One major reason for overestimation in the above example is that interval arithmetic does not keep track of the correlations between the sub-functions. Taylor models have been introduced in order to model functions with higher-order descriptions (e.g., [Bühler et al. 2004] ). Let f be a C ∞ time-dependent function. An nth-order Taylor model T f of f over the interval [t 0 ,t 1 ] is composed of the nth-order Taylor polynomial P of f at some point m ∈ [t 0 ,t 1 ], and an interval remainder R = [r 0 , r 1 ], such that:
for all t ∈ [t 0 ,t 1 ]. In brief, a Taylor model is a conservative polynomial enclosure of a function. Arithmetic operations on Taylor models of an identical order can easily be defined [Berz and Hofstätter 1998 ]. For example, the addition of an nth-order Taylor model R g ) of a function g is simply (P f + P g , R f + R g ), which is an nth-order Taylor model of the function f + g. Similarly, Taylor models of vectors and matrices can be defined (each component being a Taylor model), and linear algebra operations can be performed. Taylor models provide a generalization of interval arithmetic that reduces to standard interval arithmetic for n = 0.
In our implementation, we determine third-order 3 Taylor models of the cosine and sine functions in i−1 i R(t) in Eq. 2 over a time interval I by computing their Taylor polynomials at the midpoint of I, and then determining the exact resulting interval remainder (using simple analysis). The Taylor models of the affine functions i−1 i T(t) in Eq. (2) are the affine functions themselves (provided n ≥ 1), and their interval remainder is [0, 0].
Constructing Dynamic Bounding Volume Hierarchies of Articulated Models using Taylor Models
We use Taylor models to efficiently construct a dynamic BVH for each articulated model. First, we represent each component in the orientation matrix and translation vector in Eq. 2 over the time interval [0, 1] using third-order Taylor models, which results in 4 × 4 homogeneous Taylor matrices. Then, we concatenate these matrices (as in Eq. 1) to obtain a Taylor matrix representing the whole link motion. If we apply the latter Taylor matrix to a given point in the link reference frame, we obtain a Taylor vector which models the motion of this point over the time interval [0, 1]. Finally, bounding each Taylor component over this time interval produces an AABB which bounds the trajectory of the point over the time interval 4 . Thus, we apply this strategy to each of the eight corner vertices of the OBB of a link A i , and obtain eight AABBs A i bounding the trajectories of these corners during [0, 1]. By a simple convexity argument, the AABB which bounds these eight AABBs bounds the whole link A i during [0, 1] (cf . Fig. 4 ). Fig. 5 shows how Taylor models can greatly improve the quality of bounds for articulated-body motions compared to standard interval arithmetic [Redon et al. 2002; Redon et al. 2004b ]. The figure shows much better culling of the AABBs when the number of links is high and models are in close proximity with their environment (e.g., sliding contacts in rigid-body dynamics [Baraff and Witkin 2001] or god objects in 6-DOF haptic rendering [Ortega et al. 2006] ).
Once we have computed the dynamic AABBs A i for all links in A , we compute a hierarchy of these boxes (i.e. a dynamic BVH of AABBs) in a bottom-up manner around the entire articulated 3 Third-order Taylor models are chosen in our implementation to maintain at least two non-zero, non-linear terms in the Taylor series of sine and cosine functions, and to efficiently compute the bounds on their remainders as well. 4 The bounds on each Taylor model are computed exactly using simple analysis, since we use third-order Taylor models.
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• Zhang et al. model A . We then check recursively for interference with the environments and cull subsets of the links that do not collide with the environment or other links. The links that survive the culling process are called potentially colliding links (PCLs). These links are fed to the next step, in which the first times of contact between them are found.
Motion Bound Calculation
The machinery of CA requires two basic components (Eq. 4): a distance calculation (d(A (t), B)) and the determination of an upper bound (µ) on the motion. We need to perform these two computations efficiently if CA is to be viable. Typical distance algorithms for rigid models such as [Ehmann and Lin 2001 ] are applicable to a rigid link A i in an articulated model A . We concentrate on deriving a tight upper bound µ on A i under a linear motion 0 i M(t) in configuration space. To simplify the following discussion, we will assume that the link geometry is convex; otherwise, techniques such as [Zhang et al. 2006] , based on convex decomposition, and BVH of convex hulls will need to be applied to non-convex links.
Let 0 i p be a point on a link A i in the world reference frame {0}. As A i undergoes 0 i M(t), 0 i p will trace out a trajectory 0 i p(t) in 3D space. In order to calculate µ, we must first derive the velocity 0 v i = 0 iṗ (t) of 0 i p in the world reference frame. Then, an upper bound on the motion µ of the entire link A i is:
where n is the direction vector that points at the closest other object in the environment [Zhang et al. 2006 ].
We will now present a novel, recursive way to calculate µ. We will use 0 v i− j to denote the velocity of the origin of link i − j when j > 0; however, when j = 0, 0 v i represents the velocity of the point 0 i p on link A i that we want to find. The velocity of point p on link i is that of link i − 1 plus a new velocity term contributed by the motion of link i. Therefore, 0 v i is equal to the velocity of the origin of link i − 1, 0 v i−1 , plus the translational and rotational velocities of link i. This can be written as follows [Craig 1989 ]:
where 0 i−1 R is the orientation matrix of {i − 1} relative to {0}. The term i−1 v i is the translational velocity of link i with respect to its parent link's reference frame {i − 1}; 0 ω i is the rotational velocity of link i with respect to the reference frame {0}; and i−1 L i is a vector from a point on link i to its center of rotation, which is usually the origin of frame {i − 1}. Since velocities can be added when they are represented with respect to the same reference frame [Spong et al. 2005 ], we have:
where k−1 ω k is the rotational velocity of link k with respect to its parent link's reference frame {k − 1}. Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. 7 as:
We can apply this recursive formulation successively from link to link. Consequently, we can obtain the velocity of point p with respect to the world reference frame as follows:
where 0 0 R = I (the identity matrix). If j = i, j−1 L j is a vector from the point p on link j to its center of rotation (i.e. the origin of frame { j −1}), which is j−1 j r p (t). Note that
is the vector from the origin of link j to the origin of frame { j − 1}. As the origin of the link j undergoes a constant translational motion j−1 v j relative to { j − 1}, at any time t over the time interval [0, 1] j−1 L j is j−1 L j (0) + j−1 v j t, where j−1 L j (0) is the same vector at t = 0. In summary, j−1 L j can be represented in its parent's frame as follows:
By projecting the velocity 0 v i onto the closest direction vector n and integrating it over the time interval [0, 1], we obtain Eq. 10, where
Notice that the motion of root A 0 affects the motion bound of A i linearly with respect to the depth complexity i of A i when other factors remain constant such as n and j−1 L j . For more derivation details, see [Zhang and Kim 2007] .
Temporal Culling for CA
Culling using a dynamic hierarchy of bounding volumes can efficiently eliminate links that are not likely to collide with the environment or with other links. Now we need to apply the CA algorithm to each pair of potentially colliding links (PCLs) that have survived the spatial culling and find the minimum TOC. However, the efficiency of the spatial culling process begins to degrade when many links are in close proximity but do not actually collide. This results in many PCLs going through to the CA step, which is the most expensive run-time procedure in our algorithm. We will therefore present a novel collision-time sorting and temporal culling method to reduce the number of CA iterations. and move on − − → PCL 3 . (e) Two more CAs are performed on − − → PCL 3 until we find τ 3 . Since τ 3 < t min , we set t min = min (τ 3 ,t min ). (f) − − → PCL 4 and − − → PCL 5 are abandoned immediately, sinceτ 4 > t min and τ 5 > t min , Finally, we set τ = t min .
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Collision-time Sorting
A straightforward way of finding the time of contact τ of all potentially colliding links is to apply CA to each pair of links, so that τ = min i (τ i ), where τ i is the collision time of the ith PCL (PCL i ) and
where ∆t j i is the advancement time step determined as a result of the jth CA iteration for PCL i , and N i is the total number of CA iterations for PCL i . However, this scheme does not consider temporal correlations between link pairs in PCLs when it performs CA. If we can conservatively determine a pair of links (say PCL i ) which has a smaller τ i value than some other pairs (say PCL j ), then we do not need to perform CA for those other PCL j 's. In order to calculate the final TOC τ, we need to perform CA iterations for all PCLs which takes computation time T :
where T j i is the time spent on the jth CA iteration for PCL i . To reduce the computational cost T we can either decrease N i or T j i .
We will now show how to reduce N i using temporal correlations, and we will explain in the next section how to reduce both N i and T j i using model simplification. Our main approach to reducing N i is, instead of individually completing all the CA iterations for each pair of links PCL i , simultaneously performing CA iterations for all pairs to determine pairs PCL j that have no chance of realizing τ. As a result, many of the terms N j in Eq. 11 are reduced to a single term. We use the following procedure:
1. Initialization: for each PCL i , we perform a single iteration of CA and find the advancement step ∆t 1 i . Note that ∆t 1 i is a lower bound on the TOC for PCL i , i.e., ∆t 1 i ≤ τ i . We useτ i to denote the lower bound on the TOC for PCL i , soτ i = ∆t 1 i . 2. Sorting: we sort the list of PCLs into ascending order ofτ i ; let us denote this sorted list as − − → PCL and the ith element in − − → PCL as − − → PCL i . If a link pair PCL i has a smallτ i , it is more likely to have the smallest value of τ i , which is the final collision time τ. After sorting, the link pairs with higher chances of early collision (i.e., smaller τ i ) will be at the front of − − → PCL.
3. Temporal Culling: we initialize the current estimate t min of τ as t min = 1.0 and repeat the following steps by retrieving a link pair
Case 1: ifτ i > t min , then τ i > t min because τ i ≥τ i . Therefore, the final collision time τ cannot be realized by − − → PCL i , and we can safely remove − − → PCL i from − − → PCL. In fact, since − − → PCL is sorted in ascending order ofτ i , τ j is greater than t min for those link pairs of − − → PCL j for which j > i; therefore, we can remove these pairs.
Case 2: ifτ i < t min , we continue to perform CA iterations for − − → PCL i until we find τ i . After that, if τ i < t min , we set t min = τ i . However, during the CA iterations for − − → PCL i , if the current collision time after the kth iteration,
, is greater than t min , we can immediately stop the CA iterations for − − → PCL i , as τ i is later than the final TOC τ. We then remove − − → PCL i from − − → PCL.
4.
Termination: we report t min as the final TOC τ. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of temporal culling. Compared to Eq. 11, the total computational time for CA iterations using temporal culling is reduced to:
where M i is the total number of the CA iterations for − − → PCL i , m is the first − − → PCL m withτ m > t min (e.g., m = 4 in Fig. 6-(f) ), and T sort is the time spent on sorting the PCLs. In practice, since M i ≤ N i and m n, and T sort is negligible compared to the CA iteration time, the temporal culling algorithm performs very efficiently. In our benchmarking examples in Sec. 8, m is typically 1 or 2, whereas n can be 300 in some situations. calculate the motion bounds µ (Eq. 10).
14:
15:
if τ i + ∆t t min = min(t min , τ i ).
22:
end if 23: end for 24: return τ = t min
Model Simplification
To reduce both N i and T j i in Eq. 11 we employ a different, lower bound on the collision timeτ i than the time ∆t i i for a pair of links PCL i , which is the value sorted in the temporal culling algorithm in the previous section. More specifically, in step (1) of the temporal culling algorithm, for each PCL i , we calculate the convex hull of each link pair in PCL i as a preprocess, and then perform the CA algorithm iteratively to find a collision time based on the convex hulls,τ CH(i) . We initializeτ i asτ CH(i) . Since calculating the distance between convex objects typically takes much less time than between non-convex objects 5 , we can greatly reduce T j i while still using the temporal culling algorithm to reduce N i . If the convex hulls collide at t = 0 even though their bounding objects do not intersect but are merely very close to each other, we simply set τ CH(i) = 0 and eventually calculate τ i . Our temporal culling algorithm is summarized as pseudo-code in Alg. 1.
Results and Analysis
We will now explain the implementation-dependent details of our algorithm, and show results for applications including locomotion generation, dynamics simulation and motion planning.
Implementation and Benchmarking
We have implemented our CCD algorithm using Visual C++ on Windows XP. We use a public-domain proximity query library, 5 Our implementation relies on [Ehmann and Lin 2001] for distance calculations. For convex objects, it takes an expected constant time regardless of the model complexity SWIFT++ [Ehmann and Lin 2001] for distance calculation and for the construction of a hierarchy using convex hulls.
The performance of our algorithm in different applications is shown in Figs. 7-10. The program ran on an Intel P4 3.6GHz PC with 2Gb of main memory. Most of the articulated models used in the benchmarks are highly non-convex, and the links in the models are also non-convex. The user-controlled threshold ε of distance in the definition of τ is 0.001 throughout all the experiments. The performance statistics of our algorithm for different benchmarks are summarized in Table 1 (Fig. 8(b) ) 780 150 820 3.40K Excavator (Fig. 8(c) ) 100 75 120 980 TowerCrane (Fig. 9(b) ) 5.66 1.32 11.1 134 TowerCrane (Fig. 9(c) Table 1 : Timing Statistics. T a , T f , T c represent the average timings (in ms) of all frames, collision-free frames (i.e., τ > 1.0), and collision frames (i.e., τ ≤ 1.0), respectively. T w represents the worstcase timing.
(1) Walking Mannequin on a Chessboard (Fig. 7 ): a mannequin model walks on a chessboard where 16 chessmen are placed. The mannequin consists of 15 links and 20K triangles, and the chessmen consists of 101K triangles. The locomotion of the mannequin has been generated by creating key poses of the mannequin and running the Footstep TM software in 3DSMax TM . We generated the movements of the mannequin without considering collisions, and so the mannequin often collides with chessmen as well as with itself (leg crossing). The performance statistics for this benchmark is also given in Fig. 7 (c).
(2) Exercising Mannequin ( Fig. 7) : we created a key-framed animation with self-collisions between links in a mannequin model. For example, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , the right hand of the mannequin collides with its own right foot.
(3) Construction Site in the Toy World (Figs. 8 and 9): we plug our CCD algorithm into a sampling-based motion planner [MPKTeam 2006; Schwarzer et al. 2002 ] to find locally collision-free paths between sampled configurations. The planning scenarios include finding collision-free motions for a moving excavator (Fig.  8 ) and a tower crane (Fig. 9 ) consisting of 19K and 1.2K triangles, respectively. The environment consists of 0.4M triangles. For a typical sampling-based motion planner such as [MPK-Team 2006] , since it is sufficient to test whether a given, local path is collisionfree or not, our algorithm does not calculate the accurate TOC for this benchmark; i.e., as soon as the CCD algorithm finds that either a lower bound on τ is greater than 1.0 (collision-free) or an upper bound on τ is less than 1.0 (collision), it immediately returns the status of the path. These planning scenarios are quite challenging because of the object complexities and large displacement between configuration samples. In particular, the excavator benchmark creates very large motions between configuration samples because of the lazy mechanism in [MPK-Team 2006] .
(4) Collision Course ( Fig. 10) : we simulate the rigid body dynamics of articulated models, apply our CCD algorithm to each pair of consecutive frames in the simulation. In the first scenario, four train models consisting of 10 links and 23K triangles each are collided and tangled with one another. In the second scenario, a train model consisting of 17 links and 42K triangles drops from the sky and comes to rest onto a mountain model consisting of 29K triangles.
We show the efficiency of spatio-temporal culling for different benchmarks in Table 2 . We can notice that the culling rates for both Continuous Collision Detection for Articulated Models using Taylor Models and Temporal Culling spatial and temporal culling are quite high. In particular, our culling technique drastically reduces the number of PCLs in the benchmark of four colliding trains thanks to the tight dynamic BVH using Tay Table 2 : Culling Efficiency. Each row from top to bottom represents the culling results of the walking mannequin, exercising mannequin, colliding four trains, and falling train benchmarks, respectively. Each column from left to right represents benchmarking types, the number of PCLs before spatial culling (i.e., dynamic BVH culling), the number of PCLs after spatial culling, the culling ratio of spatial culling, the number of PCLs after temporal culling, and the culling ratio of temporal culling (1-(fifth column divided by third column)), respectively. [Schwarzer et al. 2002] performs CCD in a similar way to our algorithm using motion bounds and distance calculations. However, our motion bounds are tighter than theirs since our algorithm uses motion projection for CA. Moreover, our algorithm uses CA to advance the iteration time step adaptively to find τ whereas [Schwarzer et al. 2002] relies on a heuristic bisection search. Finally, our motion bound calculation is quite general so that it can handle any type of joints, whereas the technique of [Schwarzer et al. 2002] is only designed for prismatic and revolute joints. Thus, ours is more suitable for computer graphics applications. [Redon et al. 2004b ] presents another CCD algorithm for articulated models. However, their dynamic BVH is less tight than ours since it relies on standard interval arithmetic. Moreover, since their algorithm is based on an explicit formulation of swept volume, its runtime cost can be high when an articulated model has many links. Finally, the distance calculation technique [Ehmann and Lin 2001] used in our CCD algorithm can utilize the connectivity information in polyhedra and motion coherence in iterative CA operations whereas theirs cannot. However, both [Schwarzer et al. 2002; Redon et al. 2004b] can handle polygon soup models, but our current implementation based on [Ehmann and Lin 2001] cannot handle such models, although in principle it could by using a distance calculation algorithm such as [Larsen et al. 1999 ]. In Fig. 11 , we show the performance comparison of our algorithm against that of [Redon et al. 2004b ] and observe 15∼17 times performance improvement.
Comparisons with Other Algorithms
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Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel continuous collision detection algorithm for articulated models. In essence, it consists of three steps: preprocessed bounding-volume hierarchy construction, dynamic BVH culling based on Taylor models, and conservative advancement using temporal culling. Our algorithm is very fast, and we have applied it to different applications such as articulated-body dynamics and motion planning for virtual characters.
Limitations Our current implementation requires 2-manifold, polyhedral models, even though the main idea is also applicable to polygonal soup models. Moreover, the bottleneck in our algorithm is the distance calculation based on convex decomposition.
Future work There are many avenues for future work. Since our algorithm is fast, a rapid prototyping application based on user interaction, like [Redon et al. 2002] , is readily implementable. Our algorithm is also suitable for 6-DOF haptics, which also requires fast update rates. We would like to investigate the possibility of extending our algorithm to deformable models such as cloth or hair. Another possible future work may be to extend our algorithm to handle articulated models with kinematics loops. Using the walking mannequin benchmark (Fig. 7(a) ), we compare the performance of our algorithm (Top) against that of ARTICU-LATE [Redon et al. 2004b ] (Bottom). For this comparison, we disable self-collision since ARTICULATE do not implement such a case. The average CCD timing for ours is 0.26 ms whereas ARTIC-ULATE takes 3.92 ms. The average TOC computation for ours is 3.1 ms and that of ARTICULATE is 56.44 ms. We observe 15∼17 times performance improvement of ours over ARTICULATE.
